
Skyline Basic Writing 1 

Lesson 1 
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1. thin  2. lively  3. pretty  4. good  5. happy  6. strong 
Page 6 
1. doctor  2. firefighter  3. teacher  4. cook  5. bus driver  6. policeman   
7. musician  8. pilot 
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1. I am a doctor.  2. I am a firefighter.  3. I am policeman.  4. I am a cook. 
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1.  I am a fat doctor.  2.  I am a strong firefighter.  3.  I am a good cook.   
4.  I am a happy bus driver.  5.  I am an old policeman. 6.  I am a handsome pilot. 
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1. I am Jessica.  2. I am a girl.  3. I am a cute girl.  4. I am a pretty girl.  5. I am a lively 
girl. 
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1. bus driver; careful; careful bus driver    2. cook; round-faced; round-faced cook 
3.  firefighter; brave; brave firefighter     4. builder; hard-working; hard-working builder 
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1.  hairdresser; popular; popular hairdresser  2.  secretary; helpful; helpful secretary 
3.  house wife; happy; happy house wife 
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1. He  2. He  3. She 
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This is my father. He is a good cook. He has a round face and a big belly. He is very popular. 
On Sundays he likes to go fishing. He enjoys his work. 
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This is my mother. She is a teacher. She is always friendly to students. She reads bedtime 
stories to me every night. She loves me and I love her too. 
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2. gray  3. glasses  4. waters  5. gardening  6. reads 
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1. Grandfather and grandmother like to take walks together. 
2. Grandfather is old and Grandmother is old too. 
3. Grandfather enjoys gardening. He waters his plants every morning. 
4. Grandfather walks with a cane. He walks slowly. 
5. Grandmother wears glasses. She can’t read without them. 
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2. cane  3. plants  4. glasses  5. newspaper  6. together 
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This is my grandfather. He is old. He has gray hair. Before breakfast, he likes to take a walk in 
the park with Grandmother. He walks with a cane. he walks slowly. He enjoys gardening. He 
waters his plants every morning. I love him. 
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This is my grandmother. She is old. She has gray hair too. She wears glasses. She can’t read 
without them. She reads the newspaper every day. She takes a walk with Grandfather every 
morning. She likes to tell stories to us. I love her so much. 
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2. She  3. She  4. He  5. He  6. She 
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2. slide  2. dolls  3. puzzles 
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2. He likes to watch cartoons. 3. She likes to eat ice cream. 
4. He likes to drink milk. 
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This is my little brother. He is four years old. He is very playful. Every morning, he drinks 
milk for breakfast. He loves milk. After dinner, we often watch cartoons together. He likes to 
play with toy cars and toy soldiers. We often play soccer together in the park. We are happy 
when we are together. My parents and I love my little brother very much. 
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This is my little sister. She I sonly three years old. She is so lovable. She likes to eat ice cream 
very much. She also likes to read storybooks. Every night, I read stories to her before bed. We 
also often draw pictures together. We are so happy when we are together. My family and I love 
her so much. 
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puppy; turtle 
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2. fluffy hair; blue eyes  4. orange scales, fan-like fins  5. colorful feathers; hard beak 
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2. turtle  3. bird  4. goldfish  5. guinea pig 
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2. kitten ; lick  3. goldfish ; swim  4. lizard; creep  5. bird; sing 
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I have a kitten. It is my pet. It’s only one year old. It has gray, fluffy hair and blue eyes. It likes 
to sleep. It likes to say meow. It also likes to lick itself. It is very cute. We often play together. I 
love it very much. 
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dolls; marbles; toy soldiers 
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2. teddy bear; furry body  3. puppet; big nose  4. robot; red eyes 
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2. toy gun  3. teddy bear  4. puppet  5. doll 
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2. I have many marbles.  3. I have many puppets.  4. I have many dolls. 
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I have many toys. I have a teddy bear, two robots, three model cars and some marbles. I like 
the teddy bear most of all. It has a furry body and round eyes. Its mouth is small and cute. I 
keep it on my bed. It is my favorite toy. 
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2. sunglasses  3. mask  4. baseball glove 
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2. jacket; big pockets  3. sunglasses; orange rims  4. sun hat ; long string 
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2. I have a pair of red sunglasses.  3. This jacket has big pockets.  



4. This is my favorite mask. 
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2. long;  3. rims;  4. cover 
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I have a jacket. It is blue. It has two big pockets and long sleeves. I often wear it to school. I 
also wear it to the park sometimes. I like it very much. It is one of my favorite things.  
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 elephants;  peacocks;  kangaroos 
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2.  elephant; long nose  3. peacock; beautiful feathers  4. monkey; long tail 
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2. runs  3. moves  4. speak 
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2. I like the dolphin most of all.  3. I like the monkey most of all . 
4. I like the parrot most of all. 
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I like animals. They are different from each other. The tiger is fierce. The elephant has long 
nose. The monkey has a long tail. The zebra has black and white stripes on its body. I like the 
peacock most of all. It has beautiful feathers. 
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2. jogging;  3. swimming;  4. reading 
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2. bicycle  3. roller skates  4. swimming suit 
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2. playing computer games  3. doing puzzles  4. roller-skating 
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2. She has great fun drawing pictures.  3. He has great fun doing puzzles. 
4. She has great fun reading books. 
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I have many hobbies. One of my hobbies is roller-skating. I have a pair of roller skates. Each 
skate is a red boot with four small, round wheels. They look really cool. My little brother has a 
black pair. We often roller-skate in the park after school. Sometimes my little sister comes with 



us. We always have a great fun roller-skating there. 
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apples;  pineapples;  watermelons 
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2. brown  3. orange  4. red  5. purple 
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2. green; crunchy; apple  3. orange; juicy; orange  4. red; sweet; strawberry 
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2. I like to eat oranges the most.  3. I like to eat bananas the most. 
4. I like to eat strawberries the most. 
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I like to eat fruit. Fresh fruit is good for out health. I like to eat apples, cherries, grapes and 
oranges. I like to bananas the most. My mother often buys bananas for me. They are yellow. 
They are not juicy or crunchy but they are sweet. It is a monkey’s favorite fruit, too. I eat 
bananas for breakfast every morning. 
 
 

   
 


